
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

Dartware continues to expand InterMapper’s wireless network monitoring 
capabilities with Inscape Data partnership 

 
June 5, 2007, Hanover, NH – Dartware, developer of InterMapper® network monitoring 
and mapping software, has announced a technology partnership with Inscape Data, 
makers of outdoor IEEE 802.11 AirEther™ Wireless Systems. Technology sharing will 
facilitate the creation of Inscape Data equipment probes that allow InterMapper to report 
on network performance and traffic with greater accuracy and detail. 
 
“The vendor-specific probes we added in InterMapper 4.5.8 make it extremely easy for 
network managers to keep tabs on their mission-critical Inscape Data systems,” explains 
Rich Brown, Dartware CEO. “The Inscape Data probes return signal strength, signal to 
noise ratio, outages, and other critical performance metrics giving technicians the 
information they need to tune equipment and connections before users report problems.” 
 
Wireless providers use InterMapper maps and reports to proactively see and fix network 
problems associated with weather, power outages and restoration, virus outbreaks, and 
equipment failures. Its geographic maps allow efficient dispatch of technicians. Detailed 
data describing poor performance or traffic increases shorten time to fix. 
 
 “System integrators, governments, and schools rely on Inscape Data equipment – 
hotspots, base stations, routers, bridges, backhauls, and antennas – for data, voice, and 
video communications,” says David D. Lin, President of Inscape Data. “We build 
reliability into our wireless networking and video surveillance equipment and want to be 
sure our customers have all the tools they need to stay ahead of day-to-day, minute-to-
minute issues.”  
 
Availability: The Inscape Data equipment probes are currently available in InterMapper 
4.5.8. InterMapper is available directly from InterMapper or through its international 
network of resellers and VARs which are listed at www.dartware.com. 
 

About Dartware: Dartware, LLC develops the InterMapper® family of network 
monitoring software. InterMapper earns quick return on investment by proactively 
alerting administrators to potential slow-downs, crashes, other business interruptions. Its 
real-time, color-coded maps and other data displays provide users with an instant view of 
their network and device status. Dartware's software is installed in financial services, 
healthcare, retail, education, government and non-profit, WISP, and ISP organizations 
around the world. For more information, please visit http://www.dartware.com. 
 
 
About Inscape Data: Inscape Data is the expert in long range wireless and IP based 
video systems.  The company offers a full suite of turnkey key solutions for long range 
outdoor 2.4GHz, 5GHz, and IP based video security applications, including the IP67 and 



IP68 certified all-weather AirEther™ IEEE 802.11a/b/g Wireless Systems and the 
AirGoggle™ IP based Video Security Systems based on MPEG-4 video compression 
standards. 
 
The company was founded on a culture of business excellence and product innovation.  
With strong, dependable, and proven manufacturing capabilities in Taiwan, Inscape Data 
is dedicated to deliver cutting-edge products that provide differentiated value to its 
customers and partners worldwide. Continuing in this pioneering spirit of excellence and 
innovation as the expert in long range wireless and IP based video systems, Inscape Data 
is committed to continuously develop and introduce new waves of technology solutions 
with a unique competitive edge to the marketplace in the future. For more information, 
please visit www.inscapedata.com. 
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